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tending from the right-hand side of the
To all tho), it may concern:
Be it known that we, EDWARD BERNARD frame and having an upwardly extending
HEss and IEwis CARY MYERs, both citizens arm diconnected by a horizontally arranged

55

of the United States, residing in Brooklyn, link F with a sliding bar G carrying a
county of Kings, city and State of New Spring pawl H adapted to engage the pin
York, have invented certain new and use ion J of the escape mechanism. The tail 60
ful Improvements in Back-Space Mechanism of the pawl abuts against the stop h. The
for Typewriting Machines, of which the fol slide G is guided in brackets g extending
lowing is a specification.
from the escapement frame K. A spring
O
The application for this patent is a divi L (Fig. 1) normally pulls the slide Gaway
sion of our application for patent filed Jan. from the pinion J. By depressing the key 65
13, 1921, No. 436,924. In said application A the slide may be operated to actuate the
we have shown all the mechanism of a type mechanism to set the carriage back one space
writing machine embodying various im only. When the key is released the slide
5 provements made by use to provide a Small, is retracted away from the pinion. By
compact and light machine having the es successively depressing the key. A the car 70
riage may be set back the desired number
sential features of the larger or standard of
Royal machine but which is portable and spaces.
may be made and sold at a relatively low In order to prevent back lash from tooth
20 cost. In said application we have shown to tooth of the escapement wheel N' dur
back-space mechanism of the kind herein ing the operation, we provide a detent 75
claimed. The claims herein relate to such ratchet M on the sleeve which carries the
back-space mechanism, and while the inven escapement wheel N which ratchet is en
tion is embodied in a portable machine it is gaged by a pawl m, piyoted at m' to the
25 equally applicable to machines of larger size. frame K, and operated in one direction by
The present invention relates to certain a spring m. The slide G has a projection 80
improvements in the mechanism for setting g’ for preventing the overthrow of the
the carriage back from left to right after escapement N when the slide is actuated.
its advance movement has been arrested by Parts of the escapement mechanism are
30 a margin stop.
illustrated in the drawings, but they are
According to this invention the back not herein claimed. The escapement rocker 85
spacing devices are so constructed and Sup O is pivotally mounted at o in the frame K
ported that they are raised and lowered and is provided with a roller-carrying fixed
with the carriage and are in condition to dog o and a limber dog o' pulled in one
35 operate when the carriage is set for both direction by a spring o. Pivoted to the
escapement wheel N' is a pawl N° normally 90
upper and lower case printing.
In the accompanying drawings:held in engagement with the pinion J by
Figure 1 shows, in longitudinal Section, a spring N. This is the usual construction
a portion of a typewriting machine with for causing the pinion and escapement wheel
40 our improvements applied.
to turn together in one direction but per
Figure 2 is a view on an enlarged scale, mitting the pinion to turn independently of 95
showing in front elevation a portion of the the escapement wheel when the carriage is
returned. As the rocker oscillates the car
back-space mechanism.
riage moves from right to left, step by
Figure
3
is
a
rear
view
of
the
same.
45
Figure 4 is a longitudinal section through step, in the usual way. The rocker is oper
the escapement mechanism showing the re ated by a lever P pivoted at p to an arm 00
p' extending from the machine frame. This
lation of the various parts thereof.
The back-space mechanism is operated by lever engages a roller o' on a downwardly
a key A. at the front of the key-board and extending spring arm o of the rocker. As
50 at the right-hand side thereby. The back the lever P is oscillated the rocker is cor
space lever B is pivoted at it to a bracket respondingly moved and operates the escape 05
C and has an arm B' which engages the ment mechanism. The lever P is operated
laterally extending arm d of a bell-crank by an arm ' projecting from the shaft 8
lever D pivoted at d' to a bracket F ex of the universal bar S, which latter cora
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prises a shaft s, two side piecess' and a
rear cross-pieces. The arm ' of the uni
versal bar is connected with the lever P by
a link T the length of which may be varied
by the devices s. The universal bar is oper
ated by the type key levers U pivotally
mounted at u in a frame U in the manner
shown in Fig. 1.
The platen is indicated at W.
The escapement mechanism actuated by
the key levers operates in the usual way to
feed the carriage from right to left until
arrested. When it is desired to set the car
riage back one or more spaces it may be done
by means of the key A, in the manner be
fore described.

We claim as our invention:-
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1. In a typewriting machine, a carriage,
escapement
mechanism therefor, a frame
supportingg said escapement mechanism, a
back space lever, a slide carried by said es
capement frame, connections between the
back space lever and the slide, a pawl car
ried by the slide and adapted to engage an
element of the escapement mecianism, and
a rigid tooth on the slide also engaging the

same element of the escapement mechanism
to prevent overthrow.
2. In a typewriting machine, a carriage,
escapement mechanism therefor comprising
an escapement wheel, an element rigid with
the escapement wheel, and a pinion; key
levers, a universal bar operated thereby and
controlling the operation of the escapement
mechanism, a back-space lever, a slide. con
nections between the back space lever and the
slide, a pawl carried by the slide and adapt
ed to engage the pinion to back space the

carriage, and another pawl engaging said
element to prevent back lash of the escape
ment mechanism.
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3. In a typewriting machine, a carriage, a
rack bar supported by the carriage, a pinion
engaging the rack bar, an escapement wheel
and a ratchet wheel rigidly connected with
the escapement wheel, escapement pawls co
operating with the escapement wheel, key
levers, a universal bar operated thereby and
operating said pawls, a back space lever, a
slide, connections between the back space
lever and the slide, a pawl carried by the
slide and adapted to engage the rack engag

ing pinion, a detent carried by the slide and

adapted to engage the pinion to prevent
overthrow, and a pawl engaging the ratchet 55
wheel to prevent back lash thereof.
4. In a typewriting machine, a carriage
mounted for case shift movement, a rack bar
carried thereby, a pinion meshing with the
rack bar, an escapement wheel and a rigidly 60
connected ratchet wheel mounted to move
with the pinion in one direction, means fo,
controlling the movement of the escapement
wheel to permit the advance of the carriage,
means engaging the ratchet wheel to prevent 65
back lash of the escapement wheel, a back
space lever, and back space devices operated
thereby and mounted to shift with the car
riage and comprising a pawl adapted to en
gage the pinion to back-space the carriage 70
and a detent to engage the pinion to prevent
overthrow.
5. in a typewriting machine, an escape
ment mechanism comprising a pinion, an es
capement wheel, a pawl carried by the wheel
and engaging the pinion to cause the two to
move together in one direction, a ratchet
rigid with the escapement wheel, means en
gaging said ratchet to prevent back lash of
the escapement wheel, a back space lever, a 80
slide operated thereby, a pawl carried by
the slide adapted to engage the pinion and
back space the same, and a detent carried
by the slide adapted to engage the pinion
85
to prevent overthrow.
6. In a typewriting machine, an escape
ment mechanism comprising a pinion, a
shaft therefor, a sleeve on said shaft, an
escapement wheel rigid with the sleeve, a
ratchet on said sleeve, a pawl carried by the 90
escapement wheel and engaging the pinion,
a pawl carried by the escapement mechanism
frame and engaging the ratchet to prevent
back lash, a back space slide, a pawl carried
thereby and adapted to engage the pinion 95
to back space the same, and a detent brought
into engagement with the pinion at the end
of the back spacing stroke to prevent over
throw:
In testimony whereof, we have hereunto 100
subscribed our names.

EDWARD BERNARD, HESS,
LEWIS CARY MYERS.

